
SEPTEMBER 16, 2017: STATEMENT ON THE ARREST OF COURTNEY FRANCES FALLON 
Website: https://www.drawtheblueline.com 
Contact: Courtney Frances Fallon | drawtheblueline@gmail.com | 716 861 - 4772 
 
On the advice of counsel, Courtney Frances Fallon will  not be talking to the press while the case against her is 
pending, but "Draw The Blue Line" will  continue by working through proper channels. 
 
“Draw The Blue Line” is looking for property owners to host installations and volunteers to participate in any 
number of ways, both online and in person. Climate change is an existential  threat to all  life on the planet and 
the international  community must act with united aggression against it.  
 
The United States should not only uphold the Paris Agreement as it now stands, it should also pull  a Pittsburgh 
and pledge to do more. The rest of the international  community should also follow Pittsburgh’s example. Any 
country that is serious about the fight against climate change should use this time, during the 72nd session of 
the UN General  Assembly, to make this pledge and encourage other member of the UN to do the same. 
 
Anyone who agrees can wholeheartedly support “Draw The Blue Line” in word and deed. “Draw The Blue Line” 
is looking for fence to install  ribbon installations in Manhattan (hundreds of yards of satin and also nylon ribbon 
- 3 to 4 inches wide) and DRAW THE BLUE LINE fabricated in fifteen 38’  x 22’  letters that would be ideal  to 
post somewhere between Manhattan and the airport so that it may be seen by dignitaries arriving for the 
General  Assembly.  
 
There is also a beautiful  designed classroom activity that can be done by students K-6, including an instructor 
lesson plan with discussion points for a variety of different subjects - art, science, civics, EFL. (Both of which 
were written by a New York State certified art teacher.) It has been very exciting to see how people have 
chosen to “Draw The Blue Line”, which can be seen if you look for the hashtag #DrawTheBlueLine on social 
media, primarily Instagram. 
 
Businesses in New York City have been participating since the start of this project. It is important for the 
business community to demonstrate that they support the Paris Agreement which includes fiscal  support for 
measures such as the Green Climate Fund, the global  fund whose mission is “to support the efforts of 
developing countries to respond to the challenge of climate change.” 
  
“Draw The Blue Line” is a peaceful  protest and property damage is antithetical  to peaceful  protest. 
 

https://www.drawtheblueline.com/


	 	



	
	 	



	


